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Fifteen tours are profiled in a title which covers all of Tennessee's outdoor areas, focussing on both

human abodes and parks. Middle Tennessee holds many sites for all purposes; from cultural and

country music fans to country roads travellers: enjoy a fine review of recommended stops. --

Midwest Book Review

A tour de force of local historical and geographical research, the book is well-written and engaging.

Brandt knits together many fascinating bits of the region's story to create a coherent whole. The

different tours constitute self-contained day trips, each of which displays a different facet of Middle

Tennessee. In spite of two decades of urban sprawl in the region since the book was published, the

backroads and destinations featured in the book remain largely unaltered.

I received the book Touring the Middle Tennessee Backroads a few days ago and have scanned it.

I plan to take a trip to Nashville, TN, in April for a photo workshop and want to take at least one

extra day to explore some of the sites. This appeared to be an inexpensive way (in both money and

time) to meet my needs. I wanted an overview before going to other sources for details. The book



provides a general map of the 15 tours discussed. It has a more detailed map at the beginning of

each tour chapter. These maps contain major roads, a clearly marked preferred route, and sites

discussed well labeled. The maps are more than I expected, and very much appreciated. The book

is easy to read. I will know more about its accuracy of the site descriptions after my trip, and will try

to remember to update this review later. I would be remiss if I didn't mention the juicy tidbits related

about some of the sites like the mystery of why Major General John M Schofield's Union troops

were able to slip by General John Bell Hood's Confederate Army at Spring Hill, TN, in 1864. And, of

course, the scandalous triangle the previous year that resulted in the death of Confederate General

Earl Van Dorn, also in the Spring Hill vicinity.

every Tennessean should have this book. I like all the details. this should be issued to all the

students of Tennessee high schools.

Enjoyed planning short trips with my sisters, after preview this book! Good service and fast delivery.

This is the other book I purchased as a birthday gift for my son-in-law who is an avid hiker and

prefers naturalist areas that are less traveled. He was very pleased with this book also

This book is loaded with interesting information on the history, and were to find the evidence of that

history for middle Tennessee. Easy reading and enjoyable, even if you never take one of the

suggested tours. The author makes the reader feel like they are listening to an old friend tell them

how to enjoy a Sunday drive.

great book,
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